SK Arts
Indigenous Peoples Art & Artists - April 15, 2020 Closing Date
Recipient

Community

Discipline

Amount

Duck Lake

Literary

$7,200

To shape Movements- a collection of 7 decades of journal
entries, poems and reflections- into a publication, with the
help of an editor.

Regina

Visual

$7,500

To purchase a long arm quilting machine to assist me in
designing and creating my starblankets.

Saskatoon

Multidisciplinary

$4,500

We want to continue our series of satirical news monologues
centred around an Indigenous Comedy perspective and
expand into comedy skits.

Regina Beach

Multidisciplinary

$5,000

I will create a one-woman production of spoken word, song
and dance for the Regina Fringe Festival 2021.

Fourstar, Gabrielle

Saskatoon

Visual

$4,536

I intend to paint an art series of 100 abstract acrylic blob
paintings on 18"X 24" canvases. Remaining paintings with
vegan paint.

Knight, Lindsay

Saskatoon

Music

$7,500

I plan research twenty years of my songs to compile lyrics
and descriptions in nehiyaw (Cree) and english and then
produce a resource.

Langhorne, Donna

Air Ronge

Visual

$7,500

To support "What's Mine Is Yours", a series of paintings and
drawings associated with medical research on organ donation
and transplantation for Indigenous persons.

Grenfell

Multidisciplinary

$7,500

Utilize beads, material, leather, fur, feathers to create a visual
representation of powwow grand entry through the ages on a
brain tanned Moosehide.

Parent, Anna

Saskatoon

Visual

$7,500

To finish the writing and create paintings for a story about a
raven raised by geese learning to fly, a sixties scoop
survivors story.

Ratt, Molly

Air Ronge

Visual

$7,500

My grant proposal is Landscape Creations By Molly R Ratt

Rose, Melanie

Regina

Visual

$7,500

To create and develop new work with the intent of exhibition.
Research of new techniques and materials.

Standing, Lois

Saskatoon

Visual

$7,500

To research and develop Dakota women's geometric beaded
designed dresses and produce a dress with the influence of
past designs.

Vincent, Angus

Yorkton

Theatre

$7,500

Take time off work to complete my play. I've completed the
songs and am looking to finish my script to begin workshopping and marketing it.

Yuzicapi, Holly

Fort Qu'Appelle

Visual

$7,500

I would like to do traditional quillwork on a buffalo robe.
Quillwork is the oldest art form from the land we live on.

Beaucage, Marjorie

Bigeagle-Kequahtooway, Joely

Cuthand, Shawn

Daniels, Carol

McKay, Michelle-Rae
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